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Abstract

This paper develops a polysemic view of traits labels and outlines the fact that the same label may

activate two modes of person perception (1) the agent mode is elicited by behavioural descriptions and

emphasizes the role of the actor, and (2) the experiencer mode is elicited by state descriptions and

implies an external view of people. The experiment was designed to investigate consequences of mode

induction on perception of familiar people. Participants had first to rate traits as behavioural

descriptions (agent condition) or as state descriptions (experiencer condition). Then, they had to

think about four familiar persons, located at the four poles of the circumplex taxonomy (‘a person they

like’, ‘a person they don’t like’, ‘a person who has qualities to get on in life’, ‘a person who lacks

qualities to get on in life’) and to rate them on a variety of traits scales. Control participants were

directly enrolled in the description phase. Results show that, compared to agent induction and control

conditions, state induction weakened (1) the evaluative consistency of trait ratings within a dimension

(2) the perceived differentiation between people. Consequences of the polysemic conception of traits

are discussed. Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Since the early proposition by Galton, traits have been traditionally defined following the principles of

the lexical assumption. As noted by Goldberg (1981, p. 141), ‘those individual differences that are of

most significance in the daily transactions of persons with each other will eventually become encoded

into their language’. In accordance with a realistic postulate, the lexical approach posits that the natural

language is grounded on the perception of real interindividual differences. The program of research

along the lines set out according to the lexical assumption has led to development of personality

inventory such as the Big-Five (e.g. Goldberg, 1990).

As stated by De Raad (1995, p. 90), ‘the lexical assumption is specifically formulated to match the

goals of psycholexicalistic investigators’. It is thus inherently connected to an empirical objective, and

leaves unsolved the question of the meaning of traits. Precisely, it substitutes the question of meaning

by the question of designation, that is ‘to which behaviours does a trait refer?’ As Ryle (1949) and

Wittgenstein (1953) have repeatedly claimed, the study of meaning cannot be reduced to designation.

The only relevant question of meaning is ‘what does a trait mean?’ This is obviously another starting
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point in which traits do not necessarily refer either to behaviours or to personality. This line of

reasoning has recently led to the development of the conception of traits as polysemic entities. Mollaret

(1998, 2003) has shown that trait labels have multiple inferential properties (see Semin & Marsman,

1994, for a similar argument about verbs). They refer—at least—to both (1) the target’s behaviours

and (2) the target’s states. Behavioural descriptions include action verbs (e.g. help, fight, shout) and

state descriptions include state verbs (e.g. admire, like, hate). Importantly, Brown and Fish (1983) have

demonstrated that simple subject-verb-object sentences (s-v-o) lead to drastic differences in causal

attribution whether the verb describes an action (e.g. Ted helps Paul) or a state (e.g. Ted likes Paul).

Action verbs elicit attribution to the actor (i.e. Ted), whereas state verbs elicit attribution to the stimulus

(i.e. Paul). In behavioural descriptions, the subject of a sentence is semantically defined as an agent of

his own actions, but in states description, he is defined as an experiencer living an event elicited by the

situation in state descriptions. Mollaret (2003) illustrated that most traits are defined by both a

behavioural and a state component. For example, ‘aggressive’ refers to ‘somebody who answers

unpleasantly’ (behavioural description) and to ‘somebody who feels he/she is losing his/her calm’

(state description). Mignon and Mollaret (submitted) and Mollaret (2003) recently illustrated the

differences between the two modes of social perception (agent vs. experiencer) that refer to two

different questions about others, ‘what is it?’ and ‘who is it?’. They found that the two modes differ on

four criteria (1) the behavioural descriptions are spontaneously attributed to the actor while state

descriptions are seen as situationally determined (locus of causality), (2) behavioural descriptions are

seen as being more controllable than state descriptions (controllability), (3) all human beings are seen

to be equivalent in their capacity to feel states, but different in their disposition to behave as agents

(consensus), and (4) finally, expected consistency is stronger within behaviours than within states, in

other words it is seen as possible that people feel a variety of opposite states but that they do not behave

inconsistently (consistency).

Consequences of the polysemic conception of traits have been investigated by Mollaret (2003) in a

new experimental paradigm. This author first asked participants to associate a series of traits with either

state (eliciting the experiencer mode) or behavioural (eliciting the agent mode) descriptions. In a

second task, presented as unrelated to the first one, participants had to rate the similarity between two

evaluatively opposite traits1 (e.g. humourless and warm). Participants in a control condition were

directly enrolled in the second session. As expected, traits were considered as more similar under the

experiencer mode than under the two other conditions, which did not differ from each other. This

suggests that the agent mode is probably the one activated by default (i.e. chronically accessible), and

that participants oriented towards the experiencer mode learned a relatively new meaning of traits.2

While Mollaret’s (2003) experiment focused on semantic similarities between traits, the present

research is concerned with judgment of familiar people on traits. Following Wiggins (1979),

interpersonal traits may be represented in a two-dimensional space (circumplex model), with affiliation

(eliciting approach or avoidance responses) and status (defining the social power of people in society)

as factors. These two orthogonal anchoring dimensions are highly similar to the ‘valence’ and

‘potency’ scales of the semantic differential (Osgood, 1969). The affiliation dimension clearly refers to

the valence of one’s relationship with the target person and to the evolutionary principle opposing

persons (and objects) to approach and those to avoid. The psychological function of the status

dimension is somewhat more difficult to define (see Cambon, in press for a review), although many

underlying phenomena have been described to assess the origin of that dimension (e.g. see Beauvois,

1995; Foa & Foa, 1974; Kiesler & Schmidt, 1993; Peeters, 1992). According to Beauvois (1995), status
1The selected traits were extracted from Asch’s (1946) classic study.
2It should be noted that the agent mode corresponds to a person-oriented conception of the perception of others, which is
dominant in western individualistic cultures. The prevalence of this mode is therefore consistent with the majority of intercultural
findings (e.g. Markus & Kitayama, 1991).
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refers to the social utility of people in society.3 Cambon (in press) has recently confirmed that status

defined as social utility is independent of valence in social judgment. People use affiliation traits to

contrast people they like (e.g. sympathetic, nice) to those they don’t like (e.g. cold, quarrelsome), and

status traits to oppose people who have qualities that will help them to get on in life (e.g. dynamic,

persevering) to those who lack such qualities (e.g. lazy, naive).
THE PRESENT RESEARCH
The aim of the study is to analyse trait ratings of real people located at each of the four poles of the

circumplex taxonomy, that is, ‘a liked person’ versus ‘a disliked person’ (affiliation), and ‘a person who

has qualities to get on in life’ versus ‘a person who lacks qualities to get on in life’ (status).

Analysis will be based on consistency among traits and differentiation among persons (see Mignon

& Mollaret, 2002). Consistency among traits within a given dimension refers to the evaluative

homogeneity of person perception across items. High consistency indicates that judgments are

organized along both dimensions. A low consistency reveals that traits are used as more idiosyncratic

variables. Differentiation among persons refers to the perception of individual differences, which is the

degree to which traits are used to differentiate people.

In line with the two-component conception of judgment (consistency among traits and

differentiation among persons), and following the argument that the agent mode is the one used by

default, we formulated the following two hypotheses. First, evaluative consistency among traits within

a given dimension should be greater under the agent mode than under the experiencer mode. The agent

mode should not differ from the control condition. This hypothesis is directly derived from Mollaret’s

(2003) findings. Second, differentiation between people on the same dimension should be greater under

the agent mode than in the experiencer mode. The agent mode should not differ from the control

condition. Furthermore, in line with Cambon’s (in press) findings, we predicted that liked versus

disliked persons should be better differentiated on affiliative traits than on status ones; and inversely,

people who have qualities to get on in life versus those who lack qualities to get on in life should be

better differentiated on status than on affiliative traits.
OVERVIEW
Participants enrolled in experiencer and agent mode conditions were led to believe that they would

participate in two unrelated studies, one on ‘the meaning of traits’ and the other on ‘person perception’.

Control participants were directly recruited for the second study.

In fact, the first study was used to induce a practice of traits as behavioural or state categories, and

the second one to assess its effect on social judgment. Participants had to describe four familiar

individuals exemplifying the extremities of both dimension (affiliation vs. status) and valence (negative

vs. positive) factors, on a series of traits also varying in dimension and valence.
3Social utility is the social power conferred by social hierarchies and attached to professional training. It should be strictly
distinguished from domination. Although potentially fruitful, the distinction between social utility and domination is beyond the
scope of this paper (for an extensive review, see Cambon, in press).
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METHOD
Participants and Design

Fifty-two undergraduates in psychology (42 females, 10 males) from the University of Reims (France)

participated in the study. They were randomly assigned to one of the three induction conditions that

were: experiencer mode (n¼ 16), agent mode (n¼ 16), and control (n¼ 20). The study was based on a

3 (induction)� 2 (dimension of target: status, affiliation)� 2 (valence of target: positive, negative)� 2

(dimension of traits: status, affiliation)� 2 (valence of traits: positive, negative), with induction as a

between-subjects factor.
Procedure

Experiencer and Agent Mode Induction

Students were asked by a female experimenter to participate in a study on ‘the meaning of traits’. They

were run in groups of five to eight persons. The session lasted about 5 minutes. They were asked to rate

the extent to which three different descriptions were prototypical of a series of 16 traits, by answering

on scales ranging from �3 (very unrepresentative of the trait) to þ3 (very representative of the trait).

The three descriptions consisted of a representative exemplar, an average exemplar, and an

unrepresentative exemplar.

The traits were selected from the Wiggins’s (1979) circumplex taxonomy and varied in dimension

(affiliation vs. status) and valence (positive vs. negative). Eight traits illustrated the affiliation

dimension: open, warm, well-balanced, sincere (on the positive side) and aggressive, cold, hostile,

selfish (on the negative side). Eight traits referred of the status dimension: conscientious, persevering,

active, dominant (on the positive side) and weak, naı̈ve, lazy, submissive (on the negative side).

The mode induction was manipulated through the descriptions to be rated. In order to induce the

practice of traits as behavioural categories (agent mode), traits were exemplified by behaviours. For

instance, the label ‘aggressive’ was exemplified by ‘somebody who answers unpleasantly’

(representative), ‘somebody who criticizes anyone’ (average), and ‘somebody who affirms that life

is wonderful’ (unrepresentative). In order to induce the practice of traits as state categories (experiencer

mode), traits were exemplified by state descriptions. For instance, the label ‘aggressive’ was

exemplified by ‘somebody who feels he is losing his/her calm’ (representative), ‘somebody who feels

frustrated’ (average), and ‘somebody who feels that life is worth living’ (unrepresentative). After

completing the questionnaire, participants were recruited by another female experimenter and asked to

participate in another research on ‘person perception’.
Judgment Task

All participants, including control ones, were given a four-page booklet. They were asked to provide a

psychological portrait of four familiar persons who exemplified extremities of both dimensions

(affiliation vs. status) and valence (positive vs. negative) factors, namely (1) a person they like, (2) a

person they don’t like, (3) a person who has qualities to get on in life, and (4) a person who lacks

qualities to get on in life. They had to rate each of them on a series of 12 traits, which had not been used

in the induction session but which also varied in dimension and valence. Ratings were given on scales
Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Eur. J. Soc. Psychol. 37, 339–346 (2007)
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ranging from �3 (the trait does not describe the person at all) to þ3 (the trait perfectly describes the

person). Targets and traits were presented at random. Traits were likeable, happy, frank (positive

affiliation); aloof, peevish, conceited (negative affiliation); energetic, tidy, tenacious (positive status);

credulous, idle, dependant (negative status).

We ensured that participants enrolled in experiencer and agent mode conditions were unaware of the

real objective of the experiment by asking them if they perceived a link between the two experiments

and if they thought that the first questionnaire could have influenced their responses to the second one.

No one suspected the deceit. Finally, all participants were debriefed. The session lasted approximately

5 minutes.
RESULTS
Consistency and Differentiation Scoring

Scores for negative scales were first reversed. Each index (consistency and differentiation) was

computed as an individual level. To assess consistency among traits, we computed the variance

between the six ratings dealing with the same dimension. We thus obtained one variance score for

affiliation (likeable, happy, frank, aloof, peevish, conceited) and one for status (energetic, tidy,

tenacious, credulous, idle, dependant). A high score indicated a low consistency, and, inversely, a low

score indicated a high consistency. Differentiation among persons was assessed for each trait by

computing the difference between the ratings of the two targets referring to the same dimension,

namely, the difference between ‘a person you like’ and ‘a person you don’t like’ and the difference

between ‘a person who has qualities to get on in life’ and ‘a person who lacks qualities to get on in life’.

This index refers to the strength of the evaluative differentiation between two opposite targets, and a

high score indicates a strong preference for the positive one.
Consistency Among Traits

A 3 (induction: agent, state, control)� 2 (dimension of targets)� 2 (valence of targets)� 2 (dimension

of traits) ANOVA was performed with induction as a between-subjects factor. Moreover, we used

planned comparisons by contrasting ‘agent’ and ‘control’ conditions (þ1, 0, �1), and these two

conditions with the state one (þ1, �2, þ1). Mean are plotted in Table 1. The induction effect was not

significant, F(2,49)¼ 1.99, ns. As expected, control (M¼ 2.36) and agent (M¼ 2.28) conditions did not

differ from each other (F< 1, ns), but consistency was weaker in the experiencer condition (M¼ 2.92)

than in the first two conditions (M¼ 2.32), F(1,49)¼ 3.99, p< 0.05. Data also revealed that

consistency was higher for affiliation than for status, concerning both targets (M¼ 2.34 vs.M¼ 2.69),

F(1,49)¼ 4.66, p< 0.04 and traits (M¼ 2.34 vs. M¼ 2.70), F(1, 49)¼ 5.02, p< 0.03. Moreover,

consistency was lower for negative (M¼ 2.83) than for positive (M¼ 2.20) targets, F(1, 49)¼ 10.45,

p< 0.002. Analysis did not reveal any interaction effect.
Differentiation Among Persons

Data were submitted to a 3 (induction: agent, state, control)� 2 (dimension of targets)� 2 (valence of

targets)� 2 (dimension of traits)� 2 (valence of traits) ANOVA, with induction as a between-subjects
Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Eur. J. Soc. Psychol. 37, 339–346 (2007)



Table 1. Mean scores (and standard deviations) of evaluative consistency among traits as a function of mode
induction, dimension of targets, valence of targets and dimension of traits

Induction

Affiliation Status

Positive Negative Positive Negative

Affiliative
traits

Status
traits

Affiliative
traits

Status
traits

Affiliative
traits

Status
traits

Affiliative
traits

Status
traits

Experiencer mode
(n¼ 16)

1.94
(0.39)

2.28
(0.42)

3.77
(0.56)

3.83
(0.53)

2.65
(0.42)

2.95
(0.46)

2.67
(0.53)

3.24
(0.47)

Agent mode
(n¼ 16)

1.53
(0.39)

2.34
(0.42)

2.48
(0.56)

3.12
(0.53)

1.88
(0.42)

2.58
(0.46)

1.91
(0.53)

2.39
(0.47)

Control
(n¼ 20)

2.28
(0.34)

3.04
(0.37)

3.06
(0.50)

2.66
(0.48)

1.62
(0.37)

1.37
(0.41)

2.26
(0.47)

2.56
(0.42)

Note: High score indicates a low consistency among traits.
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factor. Moreover, the same contrasts as for consistency were computed. Mean are plotted in Table 2.

Differentiation depended on induction, F(2, 49)¼ 3.19, p< 0.05. As expected, control (M¼ 1.70) and

agent (M¼ 1.92) did not differ from each other, F< 1; ns, and differentiation was higher for the agent

and control conditions (M¼ 1.80) than for the experiencer one (M¼ 1.25), F(1, 49)¼ 5.87, p< 0.02.

Data also revealed that differentiation was higher on affiliation (M¼ 1.84) than on status (M¼ 1.41)

traits, F(1, 49)¼ 5.79, p< 0.02, and on positive (M¼ 1.91) than on negative (M¼ 1.34) traits,

F(1, 49)¼ 24.19, p< 0.001. Moreover, there was an interaction between dimension of target and

dimension of trait, F(1, 49)¼ 98.12, p< 0.001, confirming that targets differing in their qualities to

get on in life were better differentiated on status (M¼ 2.12) than on affiliation traits (M¼ 1.10),

F(1, 49)¼ 22.60, p< 0.001; Inversely, targets differing in likeability were better differentiated on

affiliation (M¼ 2.58) than on status traits (M¼ 0.69), F(1, 49)¼ 60.37, p< 0.001. None of the other

main or interaction effects reached significance.
Table 2. Mean scores (and standard deviation) of differentiation between positive and negative targets as a
function of mode induction, dimension of targets, dimension of traits, and valence

Induction

Type of portrait

Likeability Qualities to get on in life

Affiliative traits Status traits Affiliative traits Status traits

Positive
traits

Negative
traits

Positive
traits

Negative
traits

Positive
traits

Negative
traits

Positive
traits

Negative
traits

Experiencer mode
(n¼ 16)

2.40
(0.37)

1.75
(0.40)

0.58
(0.39)

0.27
(0.41)

1.23
(0.41)

0.44
(0.43)

2.06
(0.38)

1.29
(0.43)

Agent mode
(n¼ 16)

2.98
(0.37)

2.79
(0.40)

1.73
(0.39)

0.29
(0.41)

1.81
(0.41)

1.27
(0.43)

2.81
(0.38)

1.71
(0.43)

Control
(n¼ 20)

2.98
(0.33)

2.60
(0.36)

0.50
(0.35)

0.77
(0.37)

1.22
(0.37)

0.62
(0.38)

2.62
(0.34)

2.32
(0.38)

Note: High score indicates a high differentiation among portraits.
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DISCUSSION
Our results first confirm that, in comparison with the experiencer mode, the agent mode leads to a

stronger evaluative consistency of ratings and to a sharper differentiation between people. Moreover,

the agent mode did not differ from the control condition, confirming that the agent mode is probably the

one adopted by default.

Nevertheless, differentiation and consistency were unexpectedly higher on affiliation than on status

dimensions. We suggest that this may be due to the operationalization of both dimensions in a judgment

task. As we explain above, the affiliation dimension clearly refers to the approach/avoidance dichotomy

and is unambiguously operationalized by liked/disliked instructions. Like Beauvois (1995) and

Cambon (in press), we operationalized status via social utility, asking participants to oppose people

who have qualities to get on in life and people who lack qualities to get on in life. This

operationalization was successful in that status traits were specifically applied to differentiate opposite

portraits within the status dimension, but it probably did not grasp all the meaning of the status

dimension.

The overall pattern of results suggests that social judgment may vary as a function of the mode of

person perception. Specifically, it appears that traits are not intrinsically devoted to differentiating

people. In contrast to the lexical assumption, the polysemic conception does not conceive traits as tools

for identifying individual differences. Rather, differentiation is contingent on the mode of person

perception. The polysemic conception thus moves research towards the study of social and cultural

determinants of trait meaning, and may be considered as a first step towards more systematic

investigations of social functions of traits. Importantly, it is consistent with research into cultural

variations in the descriptions of others (see Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Shweder & Bourne, 1984). For

example, Shweder and Bourne (1984) observed that Indian informants gave more concrete description

of others—not explained by a deficit of trait terms—than Americans who mostly used trait terms. It

suggests that the function of traits is not limited to the supply of abstract descriptions but depends on

whether the self is viewed as an independent system (dominant for Americans and close to the agent

mode) or an inter-dependent system (dominant for Indians and close to the experiencer mode).

Our approach is also consistent with that of Dweck, Hong and Chiu (1993). These authors have

documented the fact that people differ in their conception of traits. Some people believe that traits

are fixed entities that are not likely to change over time (entity theorists) while others consider that traits

are malleable attributes (incremental theorists). These two different perspectives about others have

important consequences for social inference processes. For example, compared to incremental

theorists, entity theorists make stronger trait inferences from behaviours and are more confident in

behavioural prediction. Therefore, entity theorists are confident in their judgment about others, while

incremental theorists are more cautious. The position we have advocated here also stipulates that the

nature of judgment depends on the judge’s actual orientation concerning the social world. However, it

should be stressed that the entity/incremental distinction, although close to the experiencer/agent

distinction, is rooted in an interactionist approach to judgment. In contrast, our approach is rooted in a

determinist conception of social psychology. It suggests (1) that different modes of judgment are

available at any time and can be activated by external mean and (2) that subjects are unaware of this

activation (see Bargh & Ferguson, 2000, for a discussion about the determinist position). In conclusion,

the unconscious activation of either the experiencer mode or the agent mode may be relevant to

domains other than personality judgments. For example, Mignon and Mollaret (submitted) recently

showed that the induction of experiencer mode attenuated the severity of judgment for anti-social

actions.
Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Eur. J. Soc. Psychol. 37, 339–346 (2007)
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